We consider a semigroup of operators in the Banach space C b (H) of uniformly continuous and bounded functions on a separable Hilbert space H. In particular, we deal with semigroups that are related to solution of stochastic PDEs in H and which are not, in general, strongly continuous. We prove an existence and uniqueness result for a measure valued equation involving this class of semigroups. Then we apply the result to a large class of second order differential operators in C b (H).
Introduction
Let H be a separable Hilbert space (with norm | · | and inner product ·, · ), and let B(H) be its Borel σ-algebra. We are concerned with semigroups of operators on C b (H), the Banach space of all uniformly continuous and bounded functions f : H → R, endowed with the supremum norm · 0 . In particular, we consider a semigroup of linear and bounded operators {P t } t≥0 ⊂ L(C b (H)) which is a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup, that is there exists a family {π t (x, ·), t ≥ 0, x ∈ H} of probability Borel measures on H such that
• the map R + × H → [0, 1], (t, x) → π t (x, Γ) is measurable, for any Borel set Γ ∈ B(H);
• π t+s (x, Γ) = H π s (y, Γ)π t (x, dy), for all t, s ≥ 0, x ∈ H, Γ ∈ B(H);
• for any x ∈ H, π 0 (x, ·) = δ x (·), the probability measure concentrated in x;
• P t ϕ(x) = H ϕ(y)π t (x, dy), for any t ≥ 0, ϕ ∈ C b (H), x ∈ H;
• for any ϕ ∈ C b (H), x ∈ H, the function R + → R, t → P t ϕ(x) is continuous.
It is well known that such semigroups are related with the solution of stochastic partial differential equations in H, see [5] , [7] , [9] , [16] . It is also well known that, in general, they are not strongly continuous in C b (H) (see, for instance, [4] , [12] , [17] ). However, we can define an infinitesimal generator (K, D(K)) by setting
x ∈ H, sup t∈(0,1)
Denoting by M(H) the space of all finite Borel measures on H, we consider the following problem for measures: given µ ∈ M(H), find a family of Borel finite measures {µ t } t≥0 such that
To give a precise meaning of this problem, we introduce the notion of solution of (2) Definition 1.1. Given µ ∈ M(H), we say that a family of measures {µ t } t≥0 is a solution of the measure equation (2) if the following is fulfilled
• the total variation of the measures µ t satisfies T 0 µ t T V dt < ∞, T > 0;
• for any ϕ ∈ D(K), the real valued function
is absolutely continuous 1 and for any t ≥ 0 it holds
The first result of this paper is the following Theorem 1.2. Let {P t } t≥0 be a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup and let (K, D(K)) be its infinitesimal generator, defined as in (1) . Then, the formula ϕ, P * t F L(C b (H), (C b (H)) * ) = P t ϕ, F L(C b (H), (C b (H)) * ) defines a semigroup (P * t ) t≥0 of linear and continuous operators on (C b (H)) * that maps M(H) into M(H). Moreover, for any µ ∈ M(H), ϕ ∈ C b (H) the map
is continuous, and if ϕ ∈ D(K) it is also differentiable with continuous differential d dt H ϕ(x)P * t µ(dx) = H Kϕ(x)P * t µ(dx).
Finally, for any µ ∈ M(H) there exists a unique solution of the measure equation (2), given by {P * t µ} t≥0 .
It worth to observe that the measure equation in strictly related to the so called martingale problem (see, for instance, [11, chapter 4] ). However, the shall discuss about these relationships in a forthcoming paper.
In second part of this paper, we consider the transition semigroup {P t } t≥0 associated to the stochastic differential equation in H    dX(t) = AX(t) + F (X(t)) dt + Q 1/2 dW (t), t ≥ 0
where
(ii) Q ∈ L(H) is non negative and symmetric, so its square root Q 1/2 exists and it is unique (cf, for instance, [18] ). Moreover, for any t > 0 the linear operator Q t , defined by
has finite trace; (iii) F : H → H is a Lipschitz continuous map; (iv) (W (t)) t≥0 is a cylindrical Wiener process, defined on a stochastic basis (Ω, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P) and with values in H.
It is well known that under Hypothesis 1.3 equation (8) has a unique stochastically continuous mild solution (X(t, x)) t≥0,x∈H (see, for instance, [7] ), that is the random variable X(t, x) : Ω → H is solution of the integral equation
and that lim
for any t 0 ≥ 0. Hence, the transition semigroup {P t } t≥0 in C b (H) associated to equation (8) is defined by setting
It is not too hard to prove that {P t } t≥0 is a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup (cf Proposition 4.1). This allows us to define the infinitesimal generator (K, D(K)) of {P t } t≥0 , as in (1) . We are interested in the relationships between (K, D(K)) and the Kolmogorov differential operator
In order to study this problem, we shall introduce the notions of π-convergence and of π-core (cf section 2). Then we shall prove the second result of this paper Theorem 1.4. Let I A (H) be the linear span of the real and imaginary part of the functions
where D(A * ) is the domain of the adjoint operator of A. Then I A (H) ⊂ D(K) and for any ϕ ∈ I A (H) we have Kϕ = K 0 ϕ. Moreover, the set
The theorem above states, in particular, that (K, D(K)) is an extension of K 0 . The problem of extending a differential operator of the form (12) to an infinitesimal generator of a diffusion semigroup has been the object of many papers in the recent years. For instance, when the semigroup has an invariant measure ν, this problem can be studied in the Hilbert space L 2 (H; ν) of all Borel function f : H → R which are square integrable with respect to ν (see, for instance, [8] , [9] , [5] , [16] and references therein). Other similar results are been stated by studying {P t } t≥0 in weighted spaces (see, for instance, [6] , [5] and references therein).
Results about this problem in C b (H) are, at our knowledge, new. As consequence of Theorem 1.4 we have the third main result Theorem 1.5. For any µ ∈ M(H) there exists an unique solution {µ t } t≥0 ⊂ M(H) of the measure equation
and this solution is done by µ t = P * t µ. Kolmogorov equations for measures have been the object of several papers. Recently, by starting with a generalization of the classical work of Hasminskii (see the monograph [13] ), in [2] has been stated sufficient conditions in order to ensure existence of a weak solution for partial differential operators of the form 
In [3] , this result has been extended to separable Hilbert spaces. With similar techniques, in [1] the results have been extended to parabolic differential operators of the form Lu(t, x) = u t (t,
The authors proved that if there exists a Lyapunov-type function for the operator L, then for any probability measure ν on R d there exists a family of probability measures {µ t } t∈(0,1) such that
. In our paper, we are concentrated in uniqueness of the solution. Indeed, we deal with differential operators that are related to diffusion processes, hence it is not difficult to prove existence of a solution. To get uniqueness we need, of course, suitable regularity properties of the coefficients.
Uniqueness results for such a kind of differential operators in Hilbert spaces are, at our knowledge, new. In a forthcoming paper we shall study the case of reaction-diffusion, Burgers and Navier-Stokes operators.
Let us describe how is organize this paper. In the next section we introduce notations and prove some results about approximation of C b (H) functions by trigonometric series and some properties of the solutions of the measure equation (2) . In section 3, we prove Theorem 1.2. Finally, Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are proved in section 4 and 5, respectively. In order to be clear, each proof is divided into several subsections.
Notations and preliminary results
We shall identify H with its topological dual space H * . If E is a Banach space, we denote by C b (H; E) the Banach space of all uniformly continuous and bounded functions f : H → E, endowed the supremum norm · C b (H;E) . L(H; E) is the usual Banach space of all the linear and continuous operators A : H → E, endowed with the norm · L(H;E) . If E = R, we briefly write L(H) instead of L(H; R). C 1 b (H; E) denotes the space of all the functions f ∈ C b (H; E) which are Fréchet differentiable with uniformly continuous and bounded differential DF ∈ C b (H; L(H; E)). As above, we shall use the notation C We deal with semigroup of operators that are not strongly continuous. For this reason, we introduce the notion of π-convergence in the space C b (H) (see [17] ). We shall write lim
→ ϕ as n → ∞, when the sequence has one index.
Remark 2.3. The notion of π-convergence is considered also in [11] , under the name of boundedly and pointwise convergence.
Remark 2.4. The topology on C b (H) induced by the π-convergence is not sequentially complete. For a survey on this fact see [12] , [17] . Finally, we shall say that a subset
Remark 2.6. In order to avoid heavy notations, we shall often assume that the sequences have only one index.
It will be helpful the following results about approximation of C b (H)-functions by trigonometric series. Proposition 2.7. We denote by E(H) the linear span of the real and imaginary part of the functions
Moreover, if ϕ ∈ C 1 b (H) we can choose the sequence (ϕ n1,n2 ) ⊂ E(H) in such a way that (14) , (15) hold and for any h ∈ H
Proof. In [5, Proposition 1.2] are proved (14) , (15) . (16) follows by the well known properties of the Fourier approximation with Féjer kernels of differentiable functions (see, for instance, [14] ).
Proposition 2.8. Let (e k ) k∈N be a complete orthonormal system of H. We denote by E Q (H) the Q-linear span of the real and imaginary part of the functions
where n ∈ N and
Proof. By Proposition 2.7 we can find a two-indexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2 ) ⊂ E(H) such that (14), (15) holds. It is now clear that we can approximate any ϕ n1,n2 by a three-indexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2,n3
Hence, it follows that the three-indexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) is the claimed one.
It turns out that a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup is a π-semigroup, as introduced by Priola (see [17] ). So, we have the following Proposition 2.9. Let {P t } t≥0 be a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup and let (K, D(K)) be its infinitesimal generator, defined as in (1). Then, 
We call R(λ, K) the resolvent of K at λ.
A central role will be play by the notion of π-core. It is clear that a π-core in nothing but the extension of the notion of core with respect to the π-convergence. An useful example of core is done by the following Proposition 2.12. Let {P t } t≥0 be a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup and let (K,
Proof. In order to get the result, we proceed as in [10] . Let ϕ ∈ D(K). Since D in π-dense in C b (H), there exists a sequence (ϕ n2 ) ⊂ D (for the sack of simplicity we assume that the sequence has only one index) such that ϕ n2
for any n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ N. By Hypothesis, (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) ⊂ D. Taking into account Proposition 2.9, a strightforward computation shows that for any
Moreover, sup n1,n2,n3∈N
Similarly, since D ⊂ D(K) and Theorem 2.10 holds, we have
So we find
since ϕ ∈ D(K). To conclude the proof, we have to show that these limits are uniformly bounded with respect to every index. Indeed we have
Finally, the last limit in (19) is uniformly bounded with respect to n 1 since ϕ ∈ D(K).
Proof of Theorem 1.2
We split the proof in several lemma, collected into three parts: in the first one we prove the first statement of the theorem; in the second one, we prove existence of a solution; finally, in the third part, we prove uniqueness of the solution.
P * t : M(H) → M(H)
Lemma 3.1. Let {P t } t≥0 be a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup. The family of linear maps {P *
, is a semigroup of linear maps on (C b (H)) * of norm 1 and maps M(H) into M(H).
Proof. Clearly, P * t is linear. Let F ∈ C b (H) * , t ≥ 0. We have, for any
* has norm equal to 1. Moreover, by (20) it follows easily that P *
* . Hence, (20) defines a semigroups of application in (C b (H))
* of norm equal to 1. Now we prove that P * t : M(H) → M(H). To check this, let {π t (x, ·), x ∈ H} be the family of probability measures associated to P t , that is P t ϕ(x) = H ϕ(y)π t (x, dy), for any ϕ ∈ C b (H). Hence, if µ ∈ M(H), we can define the map Λ :
It is easy to see that Λ is a σ-additive Borel finite measure on H. In order to conclude the proof, we shall show that ϕ, P *
To see this, we extend the operator P t to an linear and continuous operator in L ∞ (H; R), still denoted by P t . This extension follows by approximating pointwise any function f ∈ L ∞ (H; R) by a sequence of functions in C b (H). Moreover, this extension is unique. In particular, if Γ is a Borel set of H, we have P t χ Γ (x) = π t (x, Γ), ∀x ∈ H. So, if ϕ ∈ C b (H), we can find a sequence (ϕ n ) ⊂ L ∞ (H; R) of functions of the form
Consequently, for any x ∈ H we have P t ϕ n (x) = P t ϕ(x) as n → ∞ and sup n P t ϕ n 0 ≤ sup n ϕ n 0 ϕ 0 . By the dominated convergence theorem it follows
Hence, the result follows. 
by the semigroup property of P t it follows that for any ϕ ∈ C b (H) the function
is continuous. Clearly, P * 0 µ = µ. Now we show that if ϕ ∈ D(K) then the function (22) is differentiable. Indeed, by taking into account (1) and that P * t µ ∈ M(H), for any ϕ ∈ D(K) we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to obtain
Then, by arguing as above, the differential of (22) is continuous. This clearly implies that {P * t µ} t≥0 is a solution of the measure equation (2).
Uniqueness of the solution
Since problem (2) is linear, it is enough to take µ = 0. We claim that µ t = 0, ∀t ≥ 0. In order to prove this, let us fix T > 0 and let us consider the Kolmogorov backward equation
where ϕ ∈ C b (H). The meaning of (23) is make clear by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For any T > 0, ϕ ∈ C b (H) the real valued function
satisfies the following statements
(ii) u(t, ·) ∈ D(K) for any t ∈ [0, T ] and the function [0, T ] × H → R, (t, x) → Ku(t, x) is continuous and bounded;
(iii) the real valued function [0, T ] × H → R, (t, x) → u(t, x) is derivable with respect to t with continuous and bounded derivative u t (t, x), that is for any x the function u(·, x) is differentiable with differential u t (·, x), and the function [0, T ] × H → R, (t, x) → u t (t, x) is continuous and bounded;
(iv) for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × H the function u satisfies (23).
Proof. For any s, t ∈ [0, T ], s ≤ t we have
(i) is proved. By (vi) of Theorem 2.10, u(t, ·) ∈ D(K) for any t ∈ [0, T ] and it holds Ku(t, x) = −P T −t ϕ(x) + ϕ(x), for any x ∈ H. So (ii) follows (cf (iii) of Proposition 2.9). Now let h ∈ (−t, T − t) and x ∈ H. We have
Then, since P t ϕ(x) is continuous in t, (25) vanishes as h → 0. This implies that u(t, x) is derivable with respect to t and (23) holds. Moreover, by (ii), we have that the maps t → u t (t, x) = −Ku(t, x) + ϕ(x) is continuous. This proves (iii) and (iv). The proof is complete.
We need the following 
is absolutely continuous and for any t ≥ 0 it holds
Proof. We split the proof in several steps.
Step 1: Approximation of u(t, x). With no loss of generality, we assume T = 1. For any x ∈ H, let us consider the approximating functions {u n (·, x)} n∈N of u(·, x) done by the Bernstein polynomials (see, for instance, [19] ). Namely, for any n ∈ N, x ∈ H we consider the function
, it is well known that it holds
and sup
Then, for any t
We also have that for any n ∈ N, t ∈ [0, 1]
and that for any x ∈ H the function [0, 1] → R, t → Ku n (t, x) is continuous (cf (ii) of Lemma 3.3). Then, for any x ∈ H it holds
This clearly implies that for any t ∈ [0, 1]
Similarly, since for any x the function t → u(t, x) is differentiable with respect to t, we also have that for any
Hence, for any t ∈ [0, 1] lim
Step 2: differential of H u n (t, x)µ t (dx) For any n ∈ N, k ≤ n and for almost all t ∈ [0, 1] we have
Note that the last terms belong to
for any n ∈ N.
Step 3: Conclusion Consider the functions
By 27 we have
Since (3) and (27) hold, it follows that the sequence (f n ) converges to f in L 1 ([0, 1]), as n → ∞. We also have, by
Step 2, that f n is absolutely continuous and hence differentiable in almost all t ∈ [0, 1], with differential in
for almost all t ∈ [0, 1]. By (30), (32) we have
for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Moreover, it holds
Hence, still by (29), (31), there exists a constant c > 0 such that sup n |f n (t)| ≤ c µ t T V . By taking into account (3), it follows that the limit in (33) holds in L 1 ([0, 1] ). Let us denote by g(t) the right-hand side of (33). We find, for any a, b ∈ [0, 1],
Therefore, f is absolutely continuous, and f (t) = g(t) for almost all t ∈ [0, 1]. Lemma 3.4 is proved. Now let ϕ ∈ C b (H) and u be the function defined in (24). We have that u satisfies statements (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.3. Hence, by Lemma 3.4 it follows that the function [0, T ] → R, t → H u(t, x)µ t (dx) is absolutely continuous, with differential
for almost all t ∈ [0, T ]. So, we can write
for all ϕ ∈ C b (H). By the arbitrariness of T , it follows that for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t it holds
, for any T > 0. Consequently, by the well known properties of the Lebesgue integrable functions, for any ϕ ∈ C b (H) we have
for almost all t ≥ 0. At this point, it is not clear if µ t = 0 for almost all t ≥ 0. So, let us consider the set E Q (H) introduced in Proposition 2.8. We denote by I ϕ the set {t ≥ 0 : (34) does not hold} and by I the set
Since E Q (H) is countable and for any ϕ ∈ E Q (H) the set I ϕ is Borel and of Lebesgue measure equal to zero, then I is Borel and of Lebesgue measure equal to zero. It is clear that (34) holds for all ϕ ∈ E Q (H), t ∈ R + \ I. Now let ϕ ∈ C b (H). Still by Proposition 2.8 we know that there exists a three-indexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) ⊂ E Q (H) such that (17) holds. Hence, for any t ∈ R + \ I we have
This implies that µ t = 0 for all t ∈ R + \ I and hence µ t = 0 for almost all t ≥ 0. The proof is now complete.
Remark 3.5. In the last part of the proof it has a fundamental role the fact that the space C b (H) has a π-dense countable subset. This is possible since H is separable, as it can be see by Proposition 2.8.
Proof of Theorems 1.2
We begin by showing that the transition semigroup {P t } t≥0 in (11) is a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup in C b (H). Proof. The fact that {P t } t≥0 maps C b (H) into C b (H) and that it is a semigroup of operators may be found in [5, Proposition 3.9] . We also have P t ϕ(x) = H ϕ(y)π t (x, dy), where π t (x, ·) is the probability Borel measure on H defined by π t (x, Γ) = P(X(t, x) ∈ Γ), ∀Γ ∈ B(H). Hence, the semigroup {P t } t≥0 is Markovian. Finally, since X(t, x) fulfills (10), it follows easily that for any ϕ ∈ C b b(H), x ∈ H the function H → R, t → P t ϕ(x) is continuous.
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, namely Kϕ = K 0 ϕ if ϕ ∈ I A (H) and that I A (H) is a π-core for (K, D(K)), we proceed by several steps. We start by studying the case when F = 0 in (12).
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator
If F = 0, the operator (12) is known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) operator. Let us consider the OU semigroup {R t } t≥0 done by
where N Qt is the Gaussian measure on H of zero mean and covariance operator Q t (see [7] ). By Proposition 4.1 we know that the OU semigroup {R t } t≥0 is a stochastically continuous Markov semigroup in C b (H). Moreover, it is well known that for any t ≥ 0, h ∈ H it holds
We denote by (L, D(L)) the infinitesimal generator of {R t } t≥0 . We need the following Proposition 4.2. Let E A (H) be the linear span of the real and imaginary part of the functions
where A * is the adjoint of A in H. For any ϕ ∈ C b (H) there exists a threeindexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) ⊂ E A (H) such that
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C b (H), and let us consider a two-indexed sequence (ϕ n1,n2 ) ⊂ E(H) as in Proposition 2.7. Let us define the sequence (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) by setting
where R(n 3 , A * ) is the resolvent operator of A * at n 3 . Clearly, ϕ n1,n2,n3 ∈ E A (H). Taking into account that nR(n, A * )x → x as n → ∞ for all x ∈ H, and that for some c > 0 it holds |nR(n, A * )x| ≤ c|x| for any x ∈ H, n ≥ 1, it follows ϕ n1,n2,n3
Therefore, be arguing as above, we find
, h as n → ∞ . Hence the result follows.
which is not bounded when A = 0.
, it is stable for R t and
Proof. Let h ∈ D(A * ) and a > 0. We have 
since Q t e sA * h, e
By (37) we have that
This implies
and
Then ϕ ∈ D(L) and by Proposition 2.12 follows that I A (H) is a π-core for (L, D(L)). In order to prove (36), it is sufficient take ϕ as in (38) . By a straightforward computation we find that for any x ∈ H it holds 
Perturbations of the OU operator
Proof. Let X(t, x) be the solution of equation (9) and let us set
. By taking into account that
by the Taylor formula we have that P-a.s. it holds
Then we have
and sup t∈(0,1]
that implies ϕ ∈ D(K) and Kϕ = Lϕ + Dϕ, F . The opposite inclusion follows by interchanging the role of R t and P t in the Taylor formula.
By the proposition above, we have immediately the following corollary, that proves the first part of Theorem 1.4 In order to prove that I A (H) is a π-core for K, we need the following approximation result 
we have, thanks to (35), that ϕ n1,n2,n3,n4 ∈ I A (H). Clearly,
Moreover, since D(R t f ) = e tA * R t (Dϕ) (cf, e.g., [9, Proposition 6.2.9]), we find that for any h ∈ H it holds Dϕ n1,n2,n3,n4 (x), h = n 4
b (H) and (ϕ n2 ) ⊂ I A (H) as above (of course, for simplicity we assume that this approximation has only one index; this does not reduce the generality of the proof). By setting (ϕ n1,n2,n3 ) as in (18) with R t instead of P t , we have that (40), (41) hold, by the same argument of the proof of Proposition 2.12.
We now observe that for any n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ N, the function ϕ n1,n2,n3 is differentiable in every x ∈ H along any direction h ∈ H, with differential
Now by arguing as for Proposition 2.12, it yields (42).
The case
The following proposition is proved in [5, section 3.3] . 
where η h (t, x) is as in Proposition 4.8. It is also easy to see that 
The Lipschitz case and conclusion of the proof
Corollary 4.6 proves that K is an extension of K 0 , and that Kϕ = K 0 ϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ I A (H). It remains to prove that I A (H) is a π-core for K.
We denote by L F the Lipschitz constant of F . Let ϕ ∈ D(K), λ > max{0, ω+ L F } and set f = λϕ − Kϕ. Since C 1 b (H) is dense in C b (H) with respect to the supremum norm (see [15] ), there exists a sequence (f n1 ) ⊂ C 
This construction is not too difficult but technical and an example can be found in [5, section 3.3.1] . Let X n2 (t, x) be the solution of (9) is the transition semigroup associated to X n2 (t, x), we have that for any ϕ ∈ C b (H) lim
We denote by (K n2 , D(K n2 )) the infinitesimal generator of the transition semigroup {P n2 t } t≥0 , as in (1). We also set K 0,n2 ϕ(x) = K 0 ϕ(x) + Dϕ(x), F n2 − F (x) , ϕ ∈ I A (H), x ∈ H.
If R(λ, K n2 ) is the resolvent of K n2 at λ (cf (vi) of Theorem 2.10), we have 
